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Oregon Puts the Spotlight on How Charities 
Spend Their Money 
By Suzanne Perry 

Nonprofits that give little to their programs are “outliers” that “siphon away” gifts from effective 
charities, says Carrie Hoops, of the Nonprofit Association of Oregon. 

A bill that has been introduced in Oregon has once again put charities across the country with high 
fund-raising and administrative costs in the spotlight. 

The legislation, approved this month by the state Senate, would disqualify charities that devote less 
than 30 percent of their expenses to their programs from getting gifts that are eligible for state tax 
deductions. The charities would be required to disclose to potential donors that they are not eligible for 
the tax breaks, and the attorney general’s office would publish a list of the disqualified organizations 
online. “It’s certainly on the cutting edge of state efforts to require charities to deploy more of their 
revenue into the community,” says Hugh R. Jones, a charity regulator in Hawaii. 

The law would ensnare only a small percentage of charities nationwide, but some fund-raising experts 
worry it could set back efforts to persuade donors to consider factors other than overhead costs when 
deciding where to give their money—and that it could spread to other states. 

Others, however, are hoping that Oregon can craft a law that passes muster with the U.S. Supreme 
Court, which has ruled several times that the government may not restrict the activities of charities 
simply because they devote big chunks of their budgets to fund-raising or administrative expenses. 
(See subsequent article below.) 
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Steering Donors Away 

John Kroger, Oregon’s attorney general and the state’s top charity regulator, has gotten this far with 
the bill partly because he won support from the Nonprofit Association of Oregon, an alliance of 
charities that says the legislation could help donors avoid the small number of groups that channel 
most of their donations to professional fund raisers. 

Carrie Hoops, the association’s executive director, told a Senate committee in February that a handful 
of nonprofits, almost all from out of state, have signed “sweetheart” contracts with fund-raising 
companies that receive 80 percent to 90 percent of the contributions they collect. For the most part, 
these would be the groups that the proposed law would affect. 

“To some extent, these outliers siphon away charitable donations from effective charities providing 
essential aid and services to our local communities,” Ms. Hoops said. 

But while the bill has support from many nonprofits, Mr. Kroger is wading into one of the most 
controversial issues of the charitable world—how much weight donors should give to administrative 
and fund-raising costs when evaluating whether a charity is doing a good job. 

Controversial Issue 

Critics say an overemphasis on keeping those costs low has forced charities to scrimp on spending that 
would help them operate more efficiently. 

Opponents say it is also impossible to design a law that takes into account the wide variety of 
circumstances facing nonprofits. 

Some groups might have high fund-raising costs simply because their causes are hard to sell to donors, 
says James Phelps, development director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Oregon and president 
of a local Association of Fundraising Professionals chapter. 

“That doesn’t mean anyone is being fraudulent,” he says. 

The Direct Marketing Association’s Nonprofit Federation, the only group that has formally opposed the 
Oregon legislation, said in a letter to the state Senate that “spending benchmarks” alone do not tell 
donors much. 

“Each nonprofit must be assessed in its totality with reference to each donor’s specific values and 
goals.” 

The group has drafted a substitute bill that it hopes it can get the state House to consider, says Robert 
Tigner, its regulatory counsel. It would allow charities to be excused from requirements to register in 
Oregon if they post tax and financial records online and include a conspicuous link to them on their Web 
site home pages. That would let donors decide for themselves whether a charity is “worthy,” Mr. Tigner 
says. 

However, by setting the threshold at 30 percent, Oregon would be taking aim at groups that fall far 
outside common standards for good practice. The Better Business Bureau’s Wise Giving Alliance, for 
example, suggests that charities channel at least 65 percent of their expenses to charitable programs. 
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A list that Mr. Kroger’s office compiled in 2010 of “Oregon’s 20 Worst Charities” includes groups that 
spent from a low of 3.6 percent to a high of 24.5 percent on programs. All of those organizations would 
be at risk of losing their ability to get gifts that are deductible from Oregon taxes. 

But some of the groups that would be targeted say the bill is unfair and that it puts too much emphasis 
on a single number. 

The Dakota Indian Foundation, in Chamberlain, S.D., one of the groups on Oregon’s worst-charities list, 
spends only about 24 percent of its expenses on its programs, which include scholarships for Native 
American students and grants to help preserve Native American culture. The group relies heavily on 
professional fund-raising companies that are expensive but are also necessary for an organization that 
is working to build its donor base, says Ron Kjonegaard, the group’s executive director. 

“It really ticks me off,” Mr. Kjonegaard says of the Oregon bill. “We’re doing something that these poor 
people on the reservation wouldn’t get if it wasn’t for us. ... We have a lot of donors out of Oregon, and 
if it passes in Oregon, other states might do the same thing.” 

But Ken Berger, president of Charity Navigator, a charity-ratings service, is enthusiastic about Mr. 
Kroger’s approach. 

He says his organization has been revising its own ratings system to give less weight to overhead costs, 
but that doesn’t mean such expenses should be discounted altogether, especially in “extreme” cases. 

Charity Navigator gives zero stars (out of four) to any charity that spends less than 33 percent on 
programs—a rating earned by fewer than 2 percent of the 5,500 groups his organization evaluates, he 
says. 

Exceptions to the Law 

Mr. Berger also praises the Oregon legislation for taking account of some “subtleties” of the nonprofit 
world. 

The bill would calculate the 30-percent figure as an average over three years so charities would not be 
penalized for having unusually high overhead costs one year. 

It would apply only to charities that are at least four years old since new organizations sometimes spend 
less on programs during their early years. It would cover only charities that must file federal the full 
Form 990 tax return because their annual revenue is at least $200,000. 

And it would allow the attorney general to waive the rules for groups that are saving donations for a 
special purpose, for example to construct a building. 

The issue of administrative costs has also been popping up in some other states. For example, a bill was 
introduced recently in North Carolina to bar nonprofits from getting state money if they spend more 
than 15 percent of their budgets on administrative costs. 

But Oregon would be the first state to single out the charitable deductions received by donors. The law 
would also be largely symbolic unless other states followed suit since disqualified charities could just 
concentrate their fund-raising efforts elsewhere, says Mr. Jones, the Hawaii charity regulator. 
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In 2008 the National Association of State Charity Officials, which Mr. Jones headed at the time, told 
Congress it should consider removing the federal tax exemption from charities that did not devote at 
least 75 percent of their expenses to programs. 

That idea never went anywhere. And Theresa Pattara, tax counsel to Sen. Charles Grassley—the Iowa 
Republican who is Congress’s most vocal nonprofit watchdog—says she is not aware of any 
Congressional efforts to go that route. 

Because it would face strong opposition from nonprofit advocates, Jeff Tenenbaum, a nonprofit lawyer 
in Washington, says any effort to regulate fund-raising costs at the federal level “would face a steep 
uphill fight. 

However, he and others say that if Oregon enacts its legislation, it would probably serve as a laboratory 
for other states. And if the law withstands a legal challenge, “this would be like mushrooms,” says Dan 
Moore, a vice president at GuideStar, a nonprofit research organization, and a former charity regulator 
in New Mexico. “It’s going to pop up all across the country.” 
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Related Articles 

How Oregon’s Law Would Work 

Its goal: To disqualify donors from deducting on their state income taxes donations to charities that 
devote less than 30 percent of their expenses to charitable programs. 

Its status: Passed by the Oregon Senate and under consideration in the House. 

What would count for program expenses: Average spending on programs on a group’s three most 
recent annual financial statements. 

How potential donors would be informed: If the charities don’t qualify, they would be required to tell 
potential donors before they contribute. The attorney general would publish the list of “disqualified” 
nonprofits online. 

Groups that would be covered: Many charities with annual revenue of at least $200,000. 

Organizations that would not be affected: 

• Private foundations, community trusts or foundations, or charitable remainder trusts. 

• Organizations that receive less than 50 percent of their total revenue from contributions or grants—
for example, groups like hospitals or schools that get most of their money from fees. 

• Charities that have operated for four years or less. 

• Organizations that do not otherwise qualify to receive tax-deductible gifts or are not required to file 
annual reports with the attorney general.  

Under certain circumstances, groups can get waivers. The attorney general could decide to lift the 
rules if groups: 

• Are accumulating money for a specific purpose, for example a capital campaign. 

• Make payments to affiliates that should be considered when calculating program expenses. 

• Present other “mitigating circumstances.” 

Penalties for violating the law. Charities that violate the law by failing to disclose their tax-exempt 
status to donors could be fined up to $25,000 per violation under Oregon’s Unlawful Trade Practices 
Act. 
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Supreme Court Has Often Slapped Down State 
Efforts to Regulate Charity Spending 

By Suzanne Perry 

If Oregon passes a law to deny state tax deductions for gifts to charities with high fund-raising and 
administrative costs, legal and nonprofit experts will be watching closely to see if it has been crafted in 
a way to survive a court challenge. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has issued a string of rulings over the past few decades that have forced 
Oregon and other states to repeal laws that dictated how much nonprofits or professional fund raisers 
should channel to charitable programs or that have required them to disclose their fund-raising costs to 
potential donors. 

In the first, Village of Schaumburg v. Citizens for a Better Environment, the court ruled in 1980 that an 
Illinois town could not require nonprofits that raised money door to door to use at least 75 percent of 
their funds for “charitable purposes.” 

It said such restrictions violated First Amendment free-speech protections, noting that fund-raising 
appeals are generally “intertwined with informative and perhaps persuasive speech” and that high 
administrative costs do not demonstrate fraud. 

The high court issued three subsequent rulings, two in the 1980s and one in 2003, that slapped down 
laws in Maryland, North Carolina, and Illinois that also tried to regulate high fund-raising costs. 

A New Approach 

But Oregon’s attorney general, John Kroger—who drafted a bill that the Oregon State Senate passed 
this month—is relying on a different Supreme Court opinion to bolster his efforts: Regan v. Taxation 
With Representation of Washington. That 1983 case upheld tax laws that restrict the amount of 
lobbying that charities can do, saying that governments are not required to subsidize activities just 
because they are protected by the Constitution. 

 “This legislation doesn’t prevent anyone from soliciting,” says Elizabeth Grant, head of the attorney 
general’s charitable-activities section in Oregon. “People can make calls just as they have been,” she 
says. “I don’t think government is required to subsidize all activities.” 

“It’s an approach that to my knowledge hasn’t been tried before, and it’s significantly different than 
prior statutes and local ordinances that have been struck down by the court,” says Ross Laybourn, a 
board member of the Nonprofit Association of Oregon, which supports the legislation. 

Mr. Laybourn headed the state’s charity-regulation office for almost 20 years before he retired about 
three years ago and recalls how his office had to “go back to the drawing board” to respond to the 
Supreme Court decisions on fund-raising costs. For example, he says, after a 1988 ruling, it had to 
repeal a law that required professional fund raisers to identify themselves and say how much of the 
money they raised would go to charity.
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Possible Legal Challenge 

But critics are not so sure the high court would bless Oregon’s approach. The Direct Marketing 
Association’s Nonprofit Federation, for example, says it violates free-speech protections by requiring 
organizations to tell donors they cannot receive tax-deductible gifts. The legislation also 
“unconstitutionally vests broad discretion in the attorney general,” it wrote in a letter to the Oregon 
State Senate, noting that the bill allows the state’s top legal official to grant exemptions based on 
“mitigating circumstances.” 

Dan Moore, a vice president at GuideStar, a nonprofit research organization, and a former charity 
regulator in New Mexico, says he suspects Mr. Kroger’s office anticipates it could face a legal challenge. 
But, he adds, “I think this is a fight they’d like to have.” 

Many Charities Don’t Tell IRS How Much They 
Spend on Programs 

By Lisa Chiu 

As lawmakers in Oregon consider a bill that would crack down on charities that spend too big a share of 
their revenue on fund raising and overhead costs compared with their programs, they probably 
expected that it would be easy to find out how nonprofits spend their money. 

But it turns out that many nonprofits don’t report how much they spend on charitable programs, even 
though the Internal Revenue Service requires them to show that information on tax forms and to make 
it available to the public. 

In a scan of more than 100,000 nonprofits The Chronicle conducted using the Guide¬Star database of 
tax forms, more than one-fifth would not have met the guidelines of the Oregon bill. Of that group, 
nearly 96 percent wouldn’t have passed Oregon muster because they left the sections on their IRS 
forms blank where they were supposed to report how much they spent on programs or else they filled 
in a zero. 

That lack of information will cause problems for regulators if Oregon’s legislature passes a measure 
now under consideration to prohibit donors from deducting on their state income taxes any gifts to 
charities that spend less than 30 percent of their revenue on charitable programs. And it points to the 
problems that regulators nationwide face. 

The Oregon measure, passed by the state Senate, would cover nonprofits with an annual revenue of 
more than $200,000. To calculate the percentage devoted to programs, the state would average 
spending over three years as reported on the informational returns. 

Incomplete Forms 

To figure out how many charities nationwide would be affected by the rule if it were in place 
nationwide, The Chronicle asked GuideStar for the records of charities with that much in revenue. The 
2009 forms, the most recent and complete available, show 100,664 nonprofits in that category, and of 
that total, 23,189, or about one-fifth, would not have met the Oregon standard. 
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But since so many didn’t report program spending costs, it’s impossible to tell much about whether 
they would be affected by the Oregon law. 

Dan Moore, a vice president at GuideStar, said that the incomplete information on the forms highlights 
a weakness in how the IRS regulates nonprofits. 

“If you can get away with not answering these questions, then it undermines the utility of the 990 as an 
important disclosure document,” Mr. Moore said. 

In many cases, charities deliberately omit the data, says Ken Berger, head of the watchdog group 
Charity Navigator. 

“If a nonprofit is up to no good, there are an infinite number of ways for them to scam the system,” he 
said. 

Nonprofits are also failing to fill out their tax forms because they do not understand the rules, he said. 
And while the IRS should play a greater role in making sure charities disclose required data, Mr. Berger 
says it’s up to the nonprofits themselves to be accurate. 

One possible benefit of the Oregon bill is that it would force more groups to fill out their tax forms 
completely, says Mr. Moore of GuideStar. 

“At least in Oregon, it would focus on how people are completing the 990, and if you fail to complete 
this information, you would be put in a bad category,” Mr. Moore said. “Organizations won’t be able to 
get away with not completing it. In that sense, it’s a potentially positive step in getting better reporting 
data.” 

Some Charities Singled Out by Oregon Bill 
Supporters 

 Compiled by Lisa Chiu 

Dakota Indian Foundation (Chamberlain, S.D.) 

What it does: Offers scholarships to Native American students and provides grants to help preserve 
Native American culture. 

Amount raised in 2009 (most recent available): $1,231,386 

Amount spent: $1,181,583 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 24 

What it says: Oregon’s proposal to limit deductions to charities that don’t spend at least 30 percent on 
programs isn’t realistic for small organizations that don’t have enough workers to manage their own 
fund-raising campaigns, says executive director Ron Kjonegaard. The group, he says, has been using 
professional fund raisers since 1994—a move that has helped it increase its number of active donors in 
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Oregon and elsewhere from 16,000 to about 60,000. “If we don’t hire a professional fund raiser, we’d be 
dwindling down our donor base,” Mr. Kjonegaard said. “When you’re a two-person shop, you have to 
outsource.” 

Dogs Against Drugs/Dogs Against Crime (Anderson, Ind.) 

What it does: Provides dogs to police departments and trains canine officers; teaches youngsters 
about drug abuse. 

Amount raised in 2009 (most recent available): $1,046,292 

Amount spent: $1,029,493 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 9 

What it says: According to the organization’s tax return, it made $3,500 in grants in 2009. Officials 
from the organization did not return phone calls seeking comment, and e-mails were undeliverable. 

Korean War Veterans National Museum and Library (Chicago) 

What it does: Works to create a museum that will mark the history of the Korean War. 

Amount raised in 2009 (most recent available): $1,782,202 

Amount spent: $1,745,901 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 33 

What it says: Elise Bartholomay, the museum’s national campaign director, said the museum is still 
under development and, as a result, it is spending a lot of its money to get attention and attract 
donations. “The [Oregon bill] simplistically holds all nonprofits to the same standard while ignoring the 
fact that nonprofit missions vary greatly and therefore must necessarily follow different paths to 
completion and fulfilling its mission,” Ms. Bartholomay said. 

Operation Lookout National Center for Missing Youth (Everett, Wash.) 

What it does: Provides free services to help families find abducted and other missing children. 

Amount raised in 2009 (most recent available): $1,409,411 

Amount spent: $1,421,120 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 12 

What it says: Attempts to reach the organization by e-mail were unsuccessful. According to the 
group’s tax return, it spent nearly $1.2-million on professional fund-raising services in 2009. 
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Shiloh International Ministries (La Verne, Calif.) 

What it does: Provides medical necessities and moral support to needy children and provides 
assistance to the homeless and hungry, veterans, and children’s hospitals. 

Amount raised in 2009 (most recent available): $825,928 

Amount spent: $829,220 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 3 

What it says: A recorded message at the organization’s office says it is a nonprofit California religious 
corporation that represents the American Veterans Network and Handicapped Children’s Services of 
America. The group’s tax return shows it spent more than $695,000 on professional fund raisers in 
2009. Representatives from the organization did not return phone calls seeking comment. 

The Wishing Well Foundation (Metairie, La.) 

What it does: Provides vacations and other “wishes” to terminally ill children. 

Amount raised in 2008 (most recent available): $1,323,845 

Amount spent in 2008: $1,307,437 

Percent of expenses spent on programs: 10 

What it says: The group’s tax return shows that it gave $57,861 in grants in 2008. Its three largest 
program-service expenses were for fulfilling wishes for three children; one to visit a grandmother, 
another to visit Disney World, and one for an Alaskan cruise. The organization did not return e-mail 
messages seeking comment. 


